Our project for enriching teaching and scholarship in ancient philosophy will continue this year through a series of public lectures, as well as intensive pedagogical activities, at the various host institutions. Events in this series are fully supported by grants from the participating institutions: Assumption College, Boston College, St. Anselm College and The College of the Holy Cross.

The Proceedings of the Boston Area Colloquium in Ancient Philosophy (John J. Cleary, Founding Editor) are now published by Brill. Back issues may be obtained by contacting Gary M. Gurtler, Editor, gurtlerg@bc.edu

Please Post

RECENT LECTURERS IN BACAP HAVE INCLUDED:

- Vasilis Politis
- Rachel Barnet
- Aryeh Kosman
- Dmitri Nikulin
- Zdravko Planinc
- Cristina Ionescu
- Gerasimos X. Santas
- Zina Giannopoulou
- Drew Hyland
- Anne-Marie Schultz
- Pieter d’Hoine
- Susan Sauvé Meyer
- Michael Shaw
- Jacob Howland
- Devin Henry
- Sean Kirkland
- Hayden Ausland
- Daniel Graham
- Debra Nails
- Gail Fine
- Iakovos Vasiliiou
FALL 2015

OCTOBER 29, 2015 AT THE COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS
Anna Marmodoro, Philosophy, University of Oxford
“Composition and Constitution in Ancient Metaphysics”
Lecture Location: Rehm Library, Smith Hall
Commentator: Rose M. Cherubin, George Mason University
Seminar Topic: “Aristotle’s Hylomorphism”
Seminar Location: Smith Hall 201

NOVEMBER 5, 2015 AT BOSTON COLLEGE
Nickolas Pappas, Philosophy, City College of New York
“Telling Good Love from Bad in Plato’s Phaedrus”
Lecture Location: Faculty Dining Room, McElroy Commons
Commentator: Deborah DeChiara-Quenzer, Boston College
Seminar Topic: “Eros as Return to the Time before Birth: Symposium 189c-193e, Phaedrus 244a-257b”
Seminar Location: Stokes North 325 (3:30)

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
May Sim, Director, BACAP, Philosophy, College of the Holy Cross, msim@holycross.edu
Sarah Glenn, Philosophy, St. Anselm College, SGlenn@Anselm.edu
Gary Gurtler, Philosophy, Boston College, gurtlerg@bc.edu
Daniel Maher, Philosophy, Assumption College, dmaher@assumption.edu
Marina McCoy, Philosophy, Boston College, mccoyma@bc.edu

SPRING 2016

FEBRUARY 18, 2016 AT ST. ANSELM COLLEGE
Peter Larsen, Philosophy & The Plato Center, Trinity College Dublin
“The Place of Perception in Plato’s Tripartite Soul”
Lecture Location: Dana Center Conference Room
Commentator: Jessica Moss, New York University
Seminar Topic: “Are there Forms of Perceptible Qualities in Plato?”
Seminar Location: Dana 1D

MARCH 17, 2016 AT BOSTON COLLEGE
Tamer Nawar, Philosophy, University of Oxford
“Individuation and Identity in Stoic Metaphysics”
Lecture Location: Faculty Dining Room, McElroy Commons
Commentator: Sarah Byers, Boston College
Seminar Topic: “Stoic Puzzles about Identity”
Seminar Location: Stokes North 325 (3:30)

APRIL 14, 2016 AT ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
V. Bradley Lewis, Philosophy, Catholic University of America
“Plato’s Philosophical Politics”
Lecture Location: Testa 006
Commentator: Joseph Lawrence, College of the Holy Cross
Seminar Topic: “Two Models of Politics in Plato’s Gorgias”
Seminar Location: Alumni Hall Commonwealth Room

All lectures begin at 7:30 p.m.; seminars at 4 p.m., unless otherwise stated.